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Survey Statistics: Student
Evaluation of Instructor
(Online Version)
The statistics are calculated based only on the
attempts being used in the grading option (Last
attempt, First attempt, Lowest Score, Highest
Score, or Average of Scores). If Average of Scores is
the grading option, then all attempts are included
in the statistics.

Name
Attempts

Student Evaluation of Instructor (Online
Version)
11 (Total of 11 attempts for this
assessment)

Instructions Please answer each of the 18

agreement statements and 4 open
ended questions.
Alignments

Question 1: Multiple Choice
The instructor clearly indicates the objectives of the
course.
Percent Answered

Excellent

81.818%

Good

18.182%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Question 2: Multiple Choice
The instructor clearly explains how you are to be
graded or evaluated at the beginning of the course.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 3: Multiple Choice
The instructor clearly defines course requirements.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 4: Multiple Choice
The instructor relates the subject matter to the
course objectives.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Unanswered

0%

Question 5: Multiple Choice
The course is planned and organized effectively.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 6: Multiple Choice
The instructor communicates the subject matter
clearly and effectively.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 7: Multiple Choice
The instructor's style of teaching is helpful to you.
Percent Answered

Excellent

72.727%

Good

18.182%

Fair

9.091%

Poor

0%

https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 8: Multiple Choice
The instructor responds to questions adequately.
Percent Answered

Excellent

81.818%

Good

18.182%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 9: Multiple Choice
The instructor makes students feel free to ask
questions.
Percent Answered

Excellent

81.818%

Good

18.182%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 10: Multiple Choice
The instructor's method of evaluation is closely
related to the material covered in the course.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 11: Multiple Choice
The instructor's method of evaluation is
understandable.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 12: Multiple Choice
The instructor provides adequate feedback
concerning student performance and progress.
Percent Answered

Excellent

81.818%

Good

18.182%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 13: Multiple Choice
The instructor shows concern for the educational
needs of students.
https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Percent Answered

Excellent

72.727%

Good

27.273%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 14: Multiple Choice
The instructor treats students with respect.
Percent Answered

Excellent

90.909%

Good

9.091%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 15: Multiple Choice
The instructor attends class regularly.
Percent Answered

Not Applicable

100%

Excellent

0%

Good

0%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Unanswered

0%

Question 16: Multiple Choice
The instructor normally begins and ends class at
the scheduled time.
Percent Answered

Not Applicable

100%

Excellent

0%

Good

0%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 17: Multiple Choice
The instructor is available for consultation.
Percent Answered

Excellent

81.818%

Good

18.182%

Fair

0%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 18: Multiple Choice
Overall, how would you rate the effectiveness of
the instructor's teaching methods in this course?
https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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Percent Answered

Excellent

81.818%

Good

9.091%

Fair

9.091%

Poor

0%

Unsatisfactory

0%

Unanswered

0%

Question 19: Essay
What do you like about this instructor's teaching
methods?
Unanswered Responses
0
Given Answers

I enjoy how this class is designed to allow you
time to actually work with the software versus just
reading and doing what the text tells you to do.
What i like but was unable to take advantage of
was the ability offered to come set in on his
classroom instruction even though we were
signed up for a online class. He also offered office
time instruction as well as online collaberation. I
was doing pretty well due to a well designed and
easy to follow textbook so i did not require all the
help offered.
Gave enough time to complete assignments.
I feel that the instructor showed consideration for
the student and our time.
Having other classes the instructor did not
overwhelm us with two and three lengthy
assignments in a week.
Using more practical questions in the exam that a
https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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person would encounter in real life.
I like the course schedule and the flexibility of
assignments and how they are grouped.
Makes clear expectations for material that will be
graded.
The flexibility of the class assignments was
extremely helpful for me during this time because
I happened to go through a separation and things
begin to hit me left and right, so this semester
became the hardest semester for me.
the method is hands on and move along at the
pace you need.
I love I had plenty of time to do the chapter exams
instead of weekly deadlines.
The syllabus was well organized and easy to
understand and follow. The unit chapters were
grouped together appropriately. Emails were
encouraging and just often enough to serve as a
friendly reminder.
The course was broken up. All the assignments
were not due every week you could work at your
own pace along with the other classes you are
taking as well as working and taking care of
family. I really enjoyed not having to worry about
sitting down and having the quizes due every
weekend like other classes. I also appreciate the
fact that you gave us an outline an stuck to it. If
we wanted to move ahead we could and if we
wanted to stay on course we could.

Question 20: Essay
What do you dislike, if anything, about this
https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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instructor's teaching methods?
Unanswered Responses
2
Given Answers

There wasn't anything that I can think of that I
disliked about the teaching method.
There is nothing i disliked.
None
Nothing, everything was great!
I really did not have any dislikes.
Nothing
i do not dislike anything.
n/a
A dislike I did not have.

Question 21: Essay
What changes, if any, would you like this instructor
to make in this course?
Unanswered Responses
2
Given Answers

There are nochanges.
There aren't any changes I would make.
The only thing i would change is, if there is going
https://learn.vccs.edu/webapps/assessment/stats/stats.jsp?outcome_definition_id=9023860&course_id=_713440_1
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to be online collaberation, the day should
probably be scheduled for a Sunday night. Any
other night will leave some students in a
disadvantage.
None
I would not make any for the online class.
Nothing
could have used some visual presentations to help make
some of the difficult assignments, easier to understand or
navigate through.
I thought that some of the book work should be incorporated into the
grading scale.

Offer more examples such as more
videos/youtube of example transactions.

Question 22: Essay
Additional comments?
Unanswered Responses
2
Given Answers

I enjoyed taking this class, it was informative and
stress free.
I wish all my instructor's were like this one.
NA
None
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I really enjoyed this class. I also appreciate the
fact that you were aware that we had quizes due
and they were available.
I did enjoy learning about the Sage 50 accounting
system and how to use it. I really enjoying the way
the instructor planned and organized the
assignments.
With having other classes made it not stressful
since you knew well in advance what was
expected.

Thanks for the course. I truly enjoyed it. Would
you have any objection to being added to my
professional contact list? I would love to have
another person to bounce accounting questions
off of every now and again.
overall great experience although I wish an extra
credit assignment was in place with my grade
being a 89.1%
Grat class, great textbook, great Professor.
Thanks for the instruction.

← OK
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